What to address to make it really happen

- Understanding Energy Efficiency
- Making sense of what’s already available
- Industry as a leader not a follower
- Collaboration for better policy
Use what’s there and focus on the essentials: ‘getting the job done’

**UNIDO Industry WG**
- BtoB platform for open exchange
- Enable industry leadership on IEE
- Access entire value chain with support and guidance

**UNECE IEE Task Force**
- Unified and clear summary of IEE
- Independent review of IEE initiatives
- Enable better matching of initiatives to companies

**Effective policy development**
Future is launching in winter 2018
Be part of it and join-in

UNIDO Industry WG

Facilitation
implementation action

UNECE IEE Task Force

IEE initiatives

Companies
Future is launching in winter 2018
Be part of it and join-in
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